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Abstract—This work is on formal modeling, analysis and
detection of job interference in large distributed multi-agent
systems. Such an analysis usually requires an examination of all
the global system states—often impossible due to the well-known
state space explosion. We obtain a sufficient condition so that job
interference can be detected by observations of individual system
component without the knowledge of global system states.

Given that the job interference can be detected locally, we pro-
pose a guided random walk algorithm for detecting interference.
We apply it to Kansei, a large and distributed wireless sensor
network system with multi-agents. Ten job interference traces
are identified; they have not been detected before by manual
analysis and system operations. We further diagnose the detected
interference for a correction of system design.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a general distributed multi-agent system, agents operate
together to provide functions for various jobs. Independent jobs
may coexist and operate asynchronously in a system with their
agents potentially residing on the same node. For example, a
wireless sensor network testbed is a multi-agent system where
multiple users’ experiments (i.e. jobs) can be scheduled on
a single node—consisting of one or more sensors. As the
logic of each individual job are designed independently—
lack of knowledge of other jobs while jobs may execute
simultaneously and asynchronously, interference among the
jobs may arise when they are hosted together.

Interference between independent jobs often lead to severe
anomalies in multi-agent systems1. In a large-scale wireless
sensor network testbed, a management job that controls system
time can cause experiment data to be overwritten when it inter-
feres with experiment jobs. This is observed in Kansei system
when daylight saving time starts [1]. In smart building systems,
false alarms are found, which are generated by interference
between the security job and the climate control job: the former
raises an alarm because of the window movement triggered by
the latter [2].

Detecting job interference is thus desired in multi-agent
systems. There are two general approaches: on-line detection
and off-line detection. Off-line detection is preferred when
interference needs to be detected before jobs execute, or when
resources are too limited to afford the on-line detection (e.g.
in real-time systems or in energy-limited wireless systems).

1Note that there are other anomalies not resulting from job interference.
We focus on job interference detection and do not attempt to address general
anomaly detection in this paper.

Even in the systems in which on-line monitors are deployed,
off-line checking in advance can reveal system design flaws,
thus simplifies the schemes of on-line detection and resolution.
However, it is far from easy to detect job interference in large
distributed multi-agent systems off line. The traditional model
checking approaches—seeking interference by generating a
global reachability graph from the system model—have a key
challenge: state explosion. Because the system state space
(in worst case the Cartesian product of states in each node)
exponentially expands as the number of nodes increases, auto-
mated model checking on large distributed multi-agent systems
can easily fail before any concrete results are obtained. Our
primitive attempt on running model checker SPIN [3] against
the Kansei model quickly runs out of memory. Although gen-
eral methods and heuristics—such as partial order reduction,
abstraction, symmetry [4], local variable reset [5], predicate
simplification [6], and minimized automaton encoding [3]—
can ease the state explosion due to the number of nodes, they
usually come with the cost of completeness.

A question is raised accordingly: for job interference
detection in distributed multi-agent systems, is there a way to
avoid state explosion generated by the large number of nodes?

In this paper, we focus on off-line interference detec-
tion among independent jobs in large distributed multi-agent
systems. We aim at a practical solution that scales when
the number of nodes grows. The following are our three
contributions.

First, for the off-line interference detection in distributed
multi-agent systems, we discover that, if the model is fine-
grained and the control & management components are well-
extended, local detection node-by-node is equivalent to global
detection with soundness (i.e. no false positive) and complete-
ness (i.e. no false negative).

Second, we propose a guided random walk algorithm to
obtain a job’s all local behaviors and thus detect local job
interference. Compared to the traditional reachability analysis,
memory cost of the algorithm is constant to the number of
nodes—no state explosion due to the large number of nodes
in distributed multi-agent systems.

Finally, we validate the theoretical results on a large
distributed sensor network system—Kansei. By applying the
theories, ten cases of job interference are detected in an
application scenario with two off-line sensing jobs executing
in Kansei system (composed of 96 nodes). All interference
turns out to be fatal anomalies that make one job overwrite
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Fig. 1: An Abstract Model of Distributed Multi-Agent Systems

the other. We report our detection to Kansei team and help
them diagnose the design flaws.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the problem is formalized. In Section III, the theorem of
the local interference detection of global system operations
is derived. The guided random walk algorithm is described
in Section III-D. Our case study on Kansei is reported in
Section IV.

II. PROBLEM FORMALIZATION

In this section, we first introduce an abstract model of
distributed multi-agent systems (Section II-A), then we de-
fine concepts about job interference (Section II-B). Some
interesting properties of interference detection are shown in
Section II-C.

A. The Abstract Model of Distributed Multi-Agent Systems

The models of distributed multi-agent systems are based on
communicating extended finite state machines (CEFSMs)—
a collection of extended finite state machines (EFSMs) that
are interacting with each other [7] . Each EFSM can be
expressed as input symbols, output symbols, states, variables,
and transitions. In this work, we adopt weak fairness for
execution of CEFSMs, that is, if a transition is enabled it can
be taken with unbounded number of times.

Consider a multi-agent system with n nodes and m jobs
(Fig. 1). Each job runs on a subset of nodes. The jobs on
the same node are coordinated by the control & management
components in the system. The jobs and the control & man-
agement components are modeled by CEFSMs which we shall
describe next.

1) Control & Management Components: In practice, con-
trol & management components are often job schedulers,
resource managers, and data collectors. They can send and
receive messages to the job machines on the same nodes.
Also they can communicate with the control & management
machines on the other nodes. As a general model, the control
& management machines on each node does not need to be
identical.

2) Jobs: As we described previously, a job executes on a
subset of nodes in a multi-agent system. Similar to the control
& management components, job machines on two nodes can

be different. A job machine can send and receive messages
with other job machines regardless whether they are on the
same node and whether they are belong to the same job.

3) Variables: CEFSMs variables can be shared among
CEFSMs; they model the shared resources and the environ-
ment.

4) Channels & Messages: Channels between CEFSMs are
assumed to be flawless and synchronized. When CEFSMs
execute, they generate inputs and outputs—messages that can
be observed in a multi-agent system. We shall assume that the
messages transmitted in each channel are mutually exclusive.
(In practice, this is achieved by encoding each machine’s
identification into messages [8].) In this paper, we will use
the terms message and IO alternatively.

5) Job IOs (Messages): For a job, say Job i, there is a
set of IOs it is concerned about. Denote the set as IOi. In
practice, if Job i is to control a light in a room, IOi includes
IOs that set the light on/off. Note that IOi can be sent/received
by machines other than Job i machines. Job IOs are specified
by system designers before analysis of job interference.

B. Job Interference in Distributed Multi-Agent Systems

A single job is assumed to be well designed. We are curious
whether jobs simultaneously running in the same multi-agent
system would step upon each others.

Following we first briefly introduce the basic concepts of
execution traces and reachability graphs. After that, we show
how to project a trace over a single job, or over a single
node. Independency and interference are then formally defined.
Properties and possible misconceptions are presented finally.

1) Traces and Reachability Graphs: Given a set of CEF-
SMs, the Cartesian product of states in each CEFSMs forms
the set of possible global states. However not all of them are
reachable. If one takes transitions from the initial states, a
subset of states can be reached. The subset of states as well
as the interconnecting transitions generates the reachability
graph.

In an execution of the CEFSMs, we follow a path
from an initial state in the reachability graph and pro-
duce IOs as we move step by step. The sequence of IOs
is called an (execution) trace. For example, a trace may
look like “send job files, receive job files, submit results, re-
ceive results, job terminates”. We denote the set of traces in
a reachability graph R as L(R). For simplicity, in the rest of
the paper we will use R when we mean L(R).

2) Projection of Jobs: When we study job interferences, we
are interested in the behaviors of a single job when it executes
with other jobs. The following definition captures the idea.

Definition 1 (Projection of a trace over Job i: πi(·)):
The function πi(·) : a → b is defined over a trace
a = α1α2 . . . αt, such that b = πi(a) = β1β2 . . . βt, where

βj =

{
αj αj ∈ IOi

λ (the empty IO) αj �∈ IOi

Example: Job 1 controls lights and Job 2 controls fans.
They generate a trace “light on, fan off, light off”. In view of
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the Job 1, the projected trace is “light on, light off”since the
status of fans is not what Job 1 is concerned of.

The definition can be easily extended to projection of a set
of traces over Job i and projection over a set of jobs (skipped
here).

3) Projection of Nodes: To capture all jobs’ behaviors on
a single node, we can project execution traces over a node.

Definition 2 (Projection over a node πNj
(·)): The

function πNj
(·) : a → b is defined over a trace

a = α1α2 . . . αt, such that b = πi(a) = β1β2 . . . βt,
where

βj =

{
αj the sender or receiver of αj on Node j
λ else

Example: Projecting the trace “send job to node1,
send job to node2, receive results from node1” over
Node 1 is “send job to node1, receive results from node1”.

Similarly the definition can be extended to projection over
a set of nodes.

The projection operations are commutative.

• Projection on Job i and Job j: πi ◦ πj(·) = πj ◦ πi(·);
• Projection on Node i and Node j: πNi ◦ πNj (·) =

πNj ◦ πNi(·);
• Projection on Job i and Node j: πi ◦ πNj

(·) = πNj
◦

πi(·).
4) Job Interference and Independency: Start from the sim-

plest case including only two jobs. Intuitively, we compare
Job 1’s behaviors when it executes alone and the behaviors
when Job 1 and Job 2 execute simultaneously. If they are
different, Job 1 has interference with Job 2; Otherwise, Job
1 is independent with Job 2.

Definition 3 (Independency): In a distributed multi-agent
system, Job J1 is independent with Job J2 (denoted as
ind(J1, J2)) if and only if

R({J1}) = π1 ◦R({J1, J2})
where R({J1}) are the traces when only J1 executes in the
system, and R({J1, J2}) are the traces when both J1 and J2
execute.

If there is such a trace l that makes Job 2 interact with
Job 1, we call l an interference trace. Our task is to detect
the interference traces with soundness and completeness, and
without state space explosion.

Extend the previous definition to more-than-two-job sce-
narios: a system is interference-free if and only if for every
job Ji in J = {J1, . . . , Jm}, Ji is independent with J.

C. Remarks

Before start detecting job interference, we would like to
clarify some possible misconceptions.

• Independency is not symmetric.
ind(J1, J2) � ind(J2, J1).

• Independency is not transitive.

◦ ind(J1, J2) ∧ ind(J2, J3) � ind(J1, J3)
◦ ind(J1, J2)∧ind(J1, J3) � ind(J1, {J2, J3})
◦ ind(J1, J3)∧ind(J2, J3) � ind({J1, J2}, J3)

• Interference raises an anomaly alarms in distributed
multi-agent systems, but it does not mean a definite
anomaly.
For example, if Job 2 generates a new IO “light off”
when the light is already off, it is interference, but not
an anomaly.

Interestingly, we find that interference analysis is scalable to
the incremental updates of a system. If a new job J ′ is added
to an interference-free system (with old jobs J), verifying
ind(J ′,J∪{J ′}) and ind(J,J∪{J ′}) can guarantee that the
new system is also interference-free (shown by Proposition 1).

Proposition 1: For two job sets J1 ⊆ J2,
ind(J1,J2) ∧ ind(J2,J3) =⇒ ind(J1,J2 ∪ J3).

III. DETECTING JOB INTERFERENCES

In this section, we derive the theorem of the local inter-
ference detection. A guided random walk algorithm is then
proposed for obtaining local observations.

A. State Explosion

Following the definition of dependence, one can detect
job interference by constructing two reachability graphs—one
with a single job executing and the other with multiple jobs
executing simultaneously—and comparing the behaviors of a
targeted job based on the global observations.

However, state explosion makes the straightforward ap-
proach infeasible in distributed multi-agent systems, which
usually comprise a large number of nodes. For example, a
reachability graph of a 100-node system with 10 states on each
node can reach 10100 states in worst case. In our case study
Kansei, a reachability graph including only 14 nodes already
runs out of the 512M Java Virtual Machine heap memory.

B. Can Local Interference Detection Replace the Global One?

Global observations generate the troubles. An intriguing
question is thus asked.

Question 1: Can we detect job interference locally, that is,
if we do not observe interference on any node, can we declare
that the whole system is interference free? Formally,

∀Nj , πNj
◦R({J1}) = πNj

◦ π1 ◦R({J1, J2})
⇐⇒ R({J1}) = π1 ◦R({J1, J2})?

The “⇐” direction is the soundness: whether a local detected
interference trace is a global one; The “⇒” direction is the
completeness: whether all job interference can be observed lo-
cally. Our study focuses on two-job scenario. The conclusions
can be extended to multi-job cases.
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1) Soundness: It is shown by Lemma 1.

Lemma 1: A local detected interference trace is a global
one.

For a distributed multi-agent system with Job J1 and Job
J2, if the projection of R({Ji})(i = 1, 2) over a node, say
Node j, is different from the projection of R({J1, J2}) over
Node j and Job Ji, then Ji has interference in the system. (For
space limitation, we skip the proof.)

2) Completeness: The completeness means that any global
interference can be detected locally. It includes two parts:

• Part 1: If a trace exists when two jobs execute simul-
taneously, but it does not exist when a job executes
alone, the trace can be detected locally (shown by
Lemma 2);

• Part 2: If a trace exists when a job executes alone, but
does not exist when two jobs execute simultaneously,
it can be detected locally.

Lemma 2: If a trace exists when two jobs execute simul-
taneously, but does not exist when a job executes alone, the
trace can be detected locally.

That is to say, if there is a trace l in the projection of
R({J1, J2}) on Job i, but not in R({Ji}), then there exists a
Node j, the projection of R({Ji}) on Node j is different from
the projection of R({J1, J2}) on Node j and Job Ji.

However, unlike Part 1, Part 2 is not always true. Following
is a counterexample: a system has two jobs (J1 and J2) and two
nodes (N1 and N2). A variable x (initial value 0) is shared by
the two jobs on N2. J1 has the logic: on N1 it always outputs
a, b, c; on N2 it outputs 1, 2, 3 if x = 0. When J1 executes
alone, the global observations include all interleaves of abc
and 123. J2 has the logic to change x to 1 at the beginning
and reset x = 0 if it sees all three outputs a, b, c. When J2 is
present and scheduled first, J1 can output 1, 2, 3 only if a, b, c
have been outputted—an interference, but neither of two nodes
can detect it locally.

The counterexample shows that completeness does not
always hold, as disappearance of traces may not be detected
locally. We thus ask Question 2.

Question 2: In what kinds of multi-agent systems, one can
locally detect the traces that exist when a job executes alone,
but not exist when two jobs execute simultaneously?

Lemma 3: For a distributed multi-agent system that does
not have shared variables or control & management compo-
nents, local detection can identify the traces existing when a
job executes alone, but not when two jobs execute simultane-
ously (see the proof in appendix).

That is to say, if there is an l in R({Ji}) and but not in the
projection of R({J1, J2}) on Job i, there exists Node j, such
that the projection of R({Ji}) on Node j is different from the
projection of R({J1, J2}) on Node j and Job i.

The systems satisfying the above conditions are limited,
as most multi-agent systems have control & management
components. Before we relax the restrictions, the concept of
well-extension is defined.

Definition 4: For a trace l in the system when Job Ji
executes alone, denote its projection on machine M as lM .
Among traces generated when two jobs execute, if any one
whose projection on M and Ji is a prefix of lM can be
extended to a trace whose projection is lM , then machine M
is well-extended for Job Ji.

Example: when Job 1 executes alone, it produces a trace
whose projection on machine M is “light on, light off”. When
Job 1 and Job 2 executes, project all the traces on M and Job
1. Consider the traces whose projection is “light on”. If any
of them has an extended trace whose projection is ‘light on,
light off”, then M is well-extended for Job 1.

Intuitively, the well-extended property states that, compar-
ing the projections of two reachability graphs—one generated
when a single job runs and the other generated when multiple
jobs run—on a specific job and a specific control & manage-
ment machine, the former is a subgraph of the latter.

We now extend the answer to Question 2.

Lemma 4: For a distributed multi-agent system without
shared variables, if all the control & management machines
are well-extended for every job, local detection can identify
the traces existing when a job executes alone, but not existing
when two jobs execute simultaneously (proved in appendix).

One may ask why the property is needed and whether
it is widely satisfied. Here are some insights. Intuitively, the
well-extended property says that, if a projected trace does not
happen in the multi-job scenario, it does not happen in the
single-job scenario. The well-extended property can rule out a
class of interference: a projected trace happens in a single-job
scenario, but not in the multi-job scenario. An interference-free
system always satisfies the well-extended property.

To further remove the restriction on shared variables, we
next introduce the concept of fine-grained specification.

Definition 5: A shared variable has a fine-grained specifi-
cation if any transition that reads/writes the variable generates
a message showing the value it reads/writes. If the variables
shared among different jobs or among jobs and control &
management machines have fine-grained specifications, the
system model is fine-grained.

Example: The shared variable x in the previous counterex-
ample does not have a find-grained specification—Job 2 can
modify x’s value without generating a message.

With the concept of find-grained model, Lemma 5 further
extends the answer to Question 2.

Lemma 5: If all the control & management machines are
well-extended for every job and the system model is fine-
grained, local detection can identify the traces existing when
a job executes alone, but not existing when two jobs execute
simultaneously.

Again, one may question whether the fine-grained prop-
erty is common in distributed multi-agent systems. It is a
misconception, as the property is a requirement of modeling
rather than that of a system. Once a model captures read/write
operations on variables shared either by two different jobs or
by a job and its control & management component, we call
the model fine-grained.
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From Lemma 1 to Lemma 5, we can have Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: For a distributed multi-agent system, if the
control & management machines are well-extended for every
job and the system model is fine-grained, then global job
interferences can be detected locally; it is sound and complete.

C. Remarks

First, local observations are not the observation of one
system run, but the set of all local traces in all the system
runs. It is easy to obtain a local trace, but covering all of
them is nontrivial.

Second, one may feel the localization of detection is against
intuitions if he regards interference detection the same with
anomaly detection. These two tasks are different, and job
interference is an important source of anomalies in distributed
multi-agent systems where independent jobs execute.

D. Random Walk Guided by Local Observations

Following we propose a guided random walk algorithm
(Algorithm 1) to cover the local observations of Job i at Node
j without constructing the global reachability graph.

Algorithm 1 Random Walk Guided by Local Observations

Input:
The examined system, T(M,V, IO, S0, V0,m, n);
The examined job, Job i; The observed node, Node j;
The number of rounds, nr; The depth of a round, d;
The guiding vector, G;

Output:
The set of covered local traces of Job i at Node j, H;

1: H ← ∅, init(S0, V0) {Initialization}
2: for round = 1 to nr do
3: ct ← null {Initialize the current trace ct}
4: for depth = 1 to d do
5: for all m ∈ M do
6: W(m)← 0{Initialize the weight vector}
7: if isExecutable(m) = True then
8: add G.WeightOfMachine(m) to W(m)
9: if isJobiMachine(m) = True then

10: add G.WeightOfJobM(m) to W(m)
11: if isOnNodej(m) = True then
12: add G.WeightOfNodej(m) to W(m)
13: if isNewTransition(m) = True then
14: add G.WeightOfNewIO(m) to W(m)
15: if isExternalJobiIO(m) = True then
16: add G.WeightOfExtJobiIO(m) to W(m)
17: W← normalize(W); nt ← random(M,W)
18: if nt = null then
19: break {No machine to execute}
20: else
21: executeOneStep(nt)
22: update(ct) {Update the current trace}
23: update(H ,ct) {Update covered traces}
24: return H

The algorithm contains three layers of loops. The outer
loop and the second inner loop conduct the random walk with
nr rounds (at most d steps in each round). In each step, the
inner most loop computes the transition probability based on

the guiding vector G (Line 5-Line 16). A machine is thus
randomly picked and executed.

The entries in the guiding weight vector are as follows.
Weight of Machines describes the relative speed of each
machine. If the server machines have lower weight than the
client machines, interference due to heavy load on server will
be discovered early. Weight of Job i Machines describes the
possibility to pick Job i machines. A low value favors the local
observations with the possible interferences of Job i. Weight of
Node j describes the possibility of picking machines on Node
j. A large number is preferred to quickly cover more traces on
observed node. Weight of New Job i Transitions is preferred to
be large, as it describes the possibility of choosing a machine
that generates a new Job i symbol in the next step. Weight
of External Job i IOs describes the possibility of picking a
non-job i machine that can generate a Job i IO in next step.
A large value is preferred, because these IOs usually generate
interference.

If a Job i machine Mk is picked with probability pk and
takes sk steps to finish the execution, then we set the round
depth as d = 10 ×maxk(

sk
pk
). According to the Chebyshev’s

inequality, d steps can guarantee that 90% of the rounds finish
execution of Job i.

The memory cost of the algorithm is O(|Hi,j |+ d), where
|Hi,j | is the size of all local observations of Job i at Node
j. The memory consumption is independent of the number of
nodes and hence our algorithm is scalable.

The time cost of the algorithm is O(nr×d×|M|×|Hi,j |),
where nr is the number of rounds, |M| is the number of
machines. |Hi,j | is a multiplication factor because in each
step we need to check for each machine whether the next
transition generates a new local observation (Line 13). The
random walk algorithm can cover all local observations of Job
i on Node j with high probability when the number of rounds
is large enough (e.g. the number of global traces). The time
cost can be exponential to the number of nodes–the same with
the straightforward approach.

Theorem 1 transfers the high probability of the coverage to
the high confidence of global interference knowledge. Without
Theorem 1, one cannot claim his confidence no matter how
many local traces are observed, since the interference may be
just invisible locally.

IV. CASE STUDY: KANSEI

A. The Architecture of Kansei

The Kansei testbed [9], [1] is designed to facilitate research
on sensor network applications in a large scale. It provides a
testbed for conducting wireless sensor network experiments
on various wireless platforms as well as diverse sensor node
platforms, including XSM, Telosb, iMote2 and Stargates. Kan-
sei 1.0 consists of 96 Kansei Nodes. As shown in Fig. 2, each
Kansei node comprises of a Starget and three attached sensors.
The job control and management components reside on the
central Kansei Director and each Stargate.

Kansei specifications are modeled by a set of CEFSMs
(details skipped due to the space limit).
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Kansei Director Stargate Director 

Fig. 2: Kansei Architecture

B. Properties of Kansei

Kansei model satisfies the two properties: (1) the model is
fine-grained; and (2) the control & management components
are well-extended.

1) Fine-grained: The shared variables represent the sensor
hardware shared by jobs. We modele its read/write operations
with distinguished messages. Therefore the model is fine-
grained.

2) Well-extended: We study control & management ma-
chines in Kansei model one by one. (1) The Time machine
sends Job i start-time and end-time messages in a fixed order,
independent of other jobs. Time machine is well-extended. (2)
The KanseiDirectorRemote machine receives time messages
and sends START messages to HandleClient machines. The
START messages can be sent if and only if the start-time
message is received. If no local interference is found, no
other Job i message will be generated. The machine is thus
well-extended. (3) KanseiProxy only receives messages FileSt
and FileFin. FileSt messages are always accepted. FileFin
can be accepted only if its corresponding FileSt is at the
head of a queue (FileSt is removed after the acceptance).
Therefore KanseiProxy receiving Job i’s FileSt from Node
j eventually leads to receiving the corresponding FileFin—
independent of other jobs. KanseiProxy is well-extended. (4)
A JobMonitor machine receives Job i’s end-time messages
from the Time machine and sends out its FileSt and FileFin.
It is well-extended. (5) A HandleClient machine receives a
START message from the KanseiDirector and sends out the
start signal to a sensor mote—well-extended too. In summary,
the control & management components of Kansei satisfy the
well-extended property.

With the two properties, global interference detection on
Kansei can be replaced by the local one.

C. Interference Detection

Before jobs are submitted to Kansei, one detects job
interference to avoid anomalies resulted from the interference.
We study a case where two off-line sensing jobs are submitted.

1) Settings: Considering the scenario where Job 1 is sched-
uled on Node 0–71 and Job 2 is on Node 0–45 and Node 72–
95. They only collect data on XMS sensors and send back to
the server. Job 1 is supposed to start on Time 1 (logical time)
and finish on Time 2 while Job 2 is to start on Time 3 and
finish on Time 4.

2) Interference Traces Detected: The guided random walk
algorithm was applied on the Kansei model. we chose the
depth of walk as 200, the weight of Time machine as 4, the

TABLE I: Local Interference Traces Detected

1 t=1 t=2 j1St j2St End

2 t=1 j1St t=2 j2St End

3 t=1 t=2 j1St j2St j1FileSt End

4 t=1 j1St t=2 j2St j1FileSt End

5 t=1 t=2 j1St j2St j1FileSt j1FileFin End

6 t=1 j1St t=2 j2St j1FileSt j1FileFin End

7 t=1 t=2 j1St j1FileSt j2St End

8 t=1 j1St t=2 j1FileSt j2St End

9 t=1 t=2 j1St j1FileSt j2St j1FileFin End

10 t=1 j1St t=2 j1FileSt j2St j1FileFin End

weight of KanseiDirectorRemote machine as 80, the weight of
Job 1 machines as -0.9, the weight of new Job 1 transitions
as 50, and the weight of external Job 1 IO as 100. Due to the
symmetry, the overlapped nodes of two jobs have the same
local observations. We thus focus on Node 0. Similarly, Job
1 and Job 2 are symmetric, and we thus focus on detecting
interference on Job 1.

After running 100,000 rounds, 19 local traces were ob-
served on Node 0. According to the Job IOs, they are at most
19 local traces—we covered all local traces.

Comparing the observed local traces with the Job 1 traces
when it is executed alone, we identified ten interference traces
(shown in Table I). These traces only exist when Job 1 and Job
2 run in the system, but not when Job 1 runs alone. Take trace
5 as an example. The interference trace includes six job IOs:
time 1, time 2, start of Job 1, start of Job 2, start of Job 1 file
submission, and finish of Job 1 file submission. We can see that
Job 2 starts before the Job 1 submits files. Therefore, Job 2
will be programmed to the sensor while Job 1 is still running—
the interference actually leads to a severe anomaly. The first
six interference traces all generate the same anomaly. In the
remaining four traces, Job 1 finishes execution, but it cannot
finish data transmission due to the interruption of Job 2. The
interference also produces an anomaly in Kansei system. We
will further discuss the roots of interference in Section IV-D.

3) Memory Consumption: To measure memory perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm, the algorithm was evaluated
on several cases: starting from a 4 node scenario where each
job uses 3 nodes with 2 overlapped nodes, and increasing the
number of nodes to 96; The experiments were repeated with
the number of rounds from 10 to 10,000. The heap memory
consumption in Java Virtual Machine was measured.

Fig. 3a shows that as the number of nodes increases, the
average memory consumption remains stable regardless the
number of rounds. The result is consistent with the theoretical
analysis in Section III-D. In contrast, when we constructed
the whole reachability graph, the 512M heap memory of Java
virtual machine quickly ran out with only 14 nodes.

Fig. 3b shows that the memory consumption is stable as the
number of covered local traces increases, although the previous
theoretical analysis indicates a linear increase. It is because the
memory consumption of new collected trace is shadowed by
the large memory cost on CEFSM construction and temporary
system state maintenance, which are constant to the number
of covered traces. The results do not change when the number
of nodes varies.
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4) Coverage Time: The coverage time was also analyzed.
We used the number of rounds as a metric and observed how
the local traces were gradually covered in the random walk
with 100,000 rounds. The experiments were repeated with the
53 node scenario and 96 node scenario. The results are shown
in Fig. 3c. In both scenarios, the first several traces are quickly
covered due to the guiding vector. As the number of covered
traces increases, the number of rounds to cover the next new
local trace grows exponentially. About 100,000 rounds, all
19 local traces are covered. The exponential growth result is
consistent with our theoretical analysis.

D. Sources of interferences

The detected interference and the anomalies were reported
to the Kansei testbed team. The developers confirmed their
existence. With interference traces, we further helped them to
diagnose three sources of interference.

First, in Kansei Director, the scheduler fetches jobs in a job
table and dispatches them if the current time is later than the
jobs’ expected start time. Since Director checks the job table
every 30 seconds, the successive jobs that have close expected
start time may be scheduled out of order.

Second, Kansei Director reserves resources for a job only if
it is still running. Because Kansei Director determines a job’s
status according to their end-time but not its real status, a new
job might be programmed to the same node while an old one
is still submitting the experiment data.

Third, when a job finishes on a Stargate node, it attempts to
upload the log files to Kansei Proxy by a Socket connection.
The Kansei Proxy works in a single thread way. It receives
connection requests and puts them into a queue. Only when
the request is at the head of the queue, data transfer starts.
Kansei Director may schedule a new job on the same node
while a job machine on a Stargate is still waiting in the queue.

The detected interference as well as their sources indicates
two modifications of Kansei system design: (1) The system
should enable Kansei Director to know the real status of jobs,
so that a new job will not be scheduled until the old one
has completed. (2) The single-threaded socket in Kansei Proxy
could be replaced with a multi-thread one to avoid the potential
congestion in queue.

V. RELATED WORK

Job interference problems were originally studied in cen-
tralized telephony systems (referred as feature interaction
problems) where multiple independent features, such as call
forwarding and call waiting, are required to coexist without
interference. For example in [10], [11], feature interaction was
formally defined; theorems and algorithms were proposed to
avoid state explosion due to the large number of features.
Our work is inspired by the study, but focuses on avoiding
explosion generated by the large number of nodes, typical
in distributed systems. In [12], similar interaction problems
were studied in the context of distributed SIP call systems,
and it was extended to embedded control systems [13] and
networked home appliances [2]. However, they did not address
the state explosion in large distributed systems either. The
scalability problem due to the large number of agents were

studied in the context of detecting disagreements among team-
members[14], but it did not aim at detecting job interference.
Although general anomaly detection has been well studied in
distributed systems (e.g. [15], [16], [17], [18]), we are not
aware of study focusing on job interference detection in large
distributed multi-agent networks.

Our work is also inspired by flow security analysis that
checks whether a program may leak information about its
high (i.e. secret) inputs into its low (i.e. public) outputs.
The conventional method is to enforce noninterference such
that low outputs are independent of high inputs [19]. Recent
work includes noninterference for deterministic interactive
programs [20], quantitative analysis of information leak [21],
and information flow security in distributed systems [22].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we studied the job interference detection of
distributed and multi-agent systems using a formal approach.
To cope with the state explosion problem we obtained suffi-
cient conditions, which allowed us to reduce the interference
detection to that on system components, instead of an analysis
of global system behaviors. We showed that our method is
sound and complete. At each network node, a memory efficient
guided random walk algorithm was applied for detecting
interference. We applied our method to Kansei wireless sensor
network system and uncovered ten new interference traces.

To apply our theory, we require pre-knowledge of system
topology. How to address the interference detection problem
without a fixed topology is our future work. Also, our theory
requires a system to satisfy two conditions: fine-grained and
well-extended. They are sufficient conditions. What is the
necessary and sufficient condition remains an open problem.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Lemma 3: WLOG, let i = 1. Consider a l ∈
R({J1}) and l �∈ π1 ◦R({J1, J2}). There are two cases.

Case 1: An anomaly trace l has a new projection on some
node that does not appear in R({J1, J2}), that is, ∃πNj (l) �∈
πNj

◦ π1 ◦R(J1, J2). The anomaly can be detected on Nj .

Case 2: An anomaly trace l does not have any new
projection on any node, but the interleaving of projections is
new. That is to say, ∀Nj , πNj

(l) ∈ πNj
◦ π1 ◦ R(J1, J2), but

l �∈ π1 ◦R({J1, J2}). If there is such a l, the anomaly cannot
be detected locally. We show that this kind of l does not exist.

Because there is no control & management part or shared
variables, J1 machines can only be affected by J2 machines
via inter-job messages. Since the message set sent in channels
are exclusive. Inter-job messages between J2 and J1 machines

do not appear in R({J1}) (where only J1 machines exist), that
is to say, inter-job messages are not in l. Hence in trace l, Job
1 is not affected by J2, i.e. l is not an anomaly trace. It is
contradicting to the condition. �

Proof of Lemma 4: WLOG let i = 1. Similar to Lemma
3, the proof is two-folded. On the one hand, if ∃πNj (l) �∈
πNj ◦ π1 ◦R(J1, J2), the anomaly can be detected on Nj . On
the other hand, if an anomaly trace l does not have any new
projection on any node, but the interleaving of projections is
new, l cannot be locally detected. Since no new projection is
observed, l does not include any messages sent and received
by J2 machines. Assume l = α1α2 . . . αt, now we show that
l can be constructed in R({J1, J2}) by induction. In other
words, l is not an anomaly trace.

Base: Consider α1. Because local observations are the
same, α1 can be generated.

Hypothesis: Assume α1α2 . . . αk can be constructed.

Induction: Consider α1α2 . . . αkαk+1

Case 1: αk+1 is a message sent or received by J1 machine
at Nj . α1α2 . . . αk has been generated, so does its projection
on Node j: lj = π1 ◦ πNj (α1α2 . . . αk). Since any message
sent or received by J1 machines will be observed, lj includes a
trace of J1 machines on Node j. According to the observation
on R({J1}), the trace lj of J1 machines on Node j can be
extended by αk+1. Because there are no shared variables or
messages sent by J2 in R({J1, J2}), J1 is able to send or
receive αk+1 based on what it received in α1 . . . αk.

Case 2: αk+1 is a message sent or received by control &
management machines at Nj . In α1α2 . . . αk, consider J1 IO
sequence sent or received by control & management machines
(denoting it as lc). In R({J1}), it is observed that lc can be
extended by αk+1. Since the control & management machines
on Nj are well-extended and the local observations are the
same, in R({J1, J2}), lc can also be extended by αk+1.

Above all l ∈ π1 ◦R({J1, J2}), a contradiction. �
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